
Why Being Pro-Life Matters 

Oftentimes when morality and ethics are brought into a conversation, the question “Are 

you pro-life or pro-choice?” will be asked. Every time someone asks me this question, my 

answer will undoubtedly be pro-life. Being pro-life can protect lives and help guide others to do 

what is right. I will always stand by my belief that everyone deserves a chance at life.  

From the very moment a child is in the womb, they are alive. Every being on Earth 

deserves the right to live, and to be given a chance at life. Many people who get an abortion 

simply aren’t ready to be a parent, yet many alternative options support life, such as adoption. By 

choosing life, a human being can be introduced to a welcoming world. The right to life is 

universal and given to everyone so that they may witness life and all it has to offer. 

Another reason why I am pro-life is because I am adopted. My parents made a point to let 

me know this as soon as I could talk. When my birth mom found out she was pregnant, she chose 

adoption over abortion. I have never been more grateful for the actions of a person. Because my 

biological parents chose adoption, I was allowed to have such a wonderful family. To this day 

I’m still in contact with both of my biological parents and see them over twice a year. This was 

only possible because my parents chose life. 

My belief that life should be protected will always be something that I uphold. Life is a 

God-given right that is meant for everyone. Because I was given a chance, I know that everyone 

deserves the same opportunity I had. In times of confusion or stress, there will always be an 

alternative. Life is a beautiful thing that can only be witnessed once, and everyone should know 

what it’s like. For these reasons, I choose life. 

 
 


